
Tool Trolley wiTh 4 drawers & 2 door 
cupboard
model no: ap980mThv

Thank you for purchasing a sealey product. manufactured to a high standard, this product will, if used according to these instructions, 
and properly maintained, give you years of trouble free performance.

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. NOTE THE SAFE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, WARNINGS & CAUTIONS. USE 
THE PRODUCT CORRECTLY AND WITH CARE FOR THE PURPOSE FOR WHICH IT IS INTENDED. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY CAUSE DAMAGE AND/OR 
PERSONAL INJURY AND WILL INVALIDATE THE WARRANTY. KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS SAFE FOR FUTURE USE.

1. saFeTy
 �  warNiNG! ensure Health & Safety, local authority, and general workshop practice regulations are adhered to when using this trolley.
 �   warNiNG! be careful to ensure that when closing the top you do not catch any part of your body in the lid or in the drawers.   
 9   Always load evenly with the centre of gravity of the load as near centre of the trolley as possible.
 9   Keep the work area clean, uncluttered and ensure there is adequate lighting.
 9   Keep the trolley clean and tidy in accordance with good workshop practice.
 9   Use the wheel locks to prevent the trolley from inadvertently moving.
 9   Keep children and unauthorised persons away from the work area.
 9   lock drawers and doors before moving.
 8   do NoT overload the trolley. max Capacity 160kg  .
 8   do NoT use the trolley for any purpose other than that for which it is designed.
 8   do noT open more than one drawer at a time - unit may become unstable if multiple loaded drawers are open.
 8   do NoT stand on the trolley, use it as a ladder or allow others to ride on the trolley.
 8   do NoT leave unattended, especially when loaded, unless the wheels are locked, chocked or the trolley otherwise secured.
 8   do NoT use trolley on uneven ground and do not run over curbs or steps - use a ramp.
 8   do NoT use trolley if any part is significantly damaged, paying particular attention to the wheels.

  NoTe! lubricate top and bottom channels of drawer slides at least twice a year,
  NoTe! The assembly will require assistance.  

2. i iNTroducTioN
 Garage or workshop trolley with an overall weight capacity of 160kg.Top of the trolley is covered in tough composite with built-in 
 storage for small parts. Foldable side tray with 5kg weight capacity. Tool storage slots on the side to store more frequently used tools.  
 Internal locking system for added security, allowing drawers and cupboard to be locked separately. drawers are made to fit all 
 Sealey and Siegen tool box trays. Four drawers with liners and ball bearing slides, and a two door cupboard with magnetic doors. 
 Four bottom corners are fitted with bumpers to help prevent damage when moving around the workshop. Fitted with four wheels, two  
 fixed and two locking castors.

3. i speciFicaTioN
model no:  ........................................................ AP980mTHV
overall size: (H x W x l) ...............................990 x 475 x 700
Total load capacity ...................................................... 160kg.
drawers ...............................................................................4
Cupboard .............................................................................1
Contents:
main storage compartment .................................................. 1
Castor - fixed .......................................................................2
Castor - swivel .....................................................................2
Handle .................................................................................1
Flange nuts ........................................................................ 16
Cap screws ..........................................................................4

4. assembly
4.1.   Remove trolley from the box and unlock the trolley with the 
 keys attached. open the main storage area and remove all 
 parts, check contents against contents list, if any parts are 
 missing contact you local Sealey stockist immediately.
 Close the storage area and drawers and lock before assembly.
4.2.   Attach castors to the bottom of the trolley using 
 4 flange nuts supplied.
4.3.   Attach side mounted handle to the right hand side of the cabinet using 4 bolts supplied.
 NoTe: The handle and the swivel castors should be mounted on the right hand side of the cabinet.
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eNviroNmeNT proTecTioN
Recycle unwanted materials instead of disposing of them as waste. All tools, accessories and packaging should be sorted, taken to 
a recycling centre and disposed of in a manner which is compatible with the environment. When the product becomes completely 
unserviceable and requires disposal, drain any fluids (if applicable) into approved containers and dispose of the product and fluids 
according to local regulations.

Note: It is our policy to continually improve products and as such we reserve the right to alter data, specifications and component parts without prior 
notice.
important: no liability is accepted for incorrect use of this product.
warranty: Guarantee is 12 months from purchase date, proof of which is required for any claim.
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Parts support is available for this product. 
www.sealey.co.uk, email sales@sealey.co.uk or telephone 01284 757500


